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Pressurization, convection, and air flow within buildings 
are interrelated to such an extent with the external pres- 
sure conditions imposed by wind impingement that it 
is impossible to discuss one without the other. 

The action of the wind around a building can be com- 
pared to a shallow moving stream of water in which a 
deep rectangular box is held stationary to the bottom, 
but is only partly submerged; the water level represents 
static pressure head (Fig. 1). Water impinging on the 
flat "bow" of the box builds up in level locally (Fig. 2)  
until the flow at right angles to the "bow" caused by this 
additional head equals the volume of the impinging 
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fluid (Fig. 3). 
As the impingement head is converted to velocity 

head and the right angle streams sweep past the edges 
of the "bow" surface, fluid is aspirated into these streams 
from the adjacent fluid (Fig. 4). Replacement for that 
water joining from the upstream side is readily achieved 
by the onrushing stream. Replacement for water drawn 
from the downstream sides is not easily effected, since 
these areas are shielded to some extent by the right angle 
streams. The fluid level drops slightly. The diversion- 
ary effect of the main stream impingement, plus the d 
minishment of what might otherwise be a partialIy coun 
erbalancing static head on the downstream side, brine 
the right angle streams into curved paths which eva 
tually come alongside the side walls of the box and agai 
move with the main stream. 

The virtual encirclement of the areas at the sidc 
just aft of the "bow" surface causes a substantial lowe 
ing of the fluid level or static head in those weas. Relz 

Fig.  2 As slrcam begins to move, impingemerat gre 
Fig. I R'atclr rlc>gth is rrncilogons to czlcrnal pressure sure pilcs rtp on tcindtuard ,call 



Fig. 3 Lateral flow is diverted by main stream 

tive to the main stream, this is read as a negative pres- 
sure. 

Application of this water analogy explains how a 
similar negative area is produced in the "wake" of the 
"stern" surface. 

The obvious limitation of this analogy lies in the 
fact that the surrounding environment of the structure 
is three dimensional, and we must be concerned with the 
roof as well- as the vertical surfaces. However this may 
complicate the analogy, it does not invalidate it. Fur- 
ther, it gives us an alternative to streamlines as  n d i -  
cators of air flow around the building. While these are 
useful in visualizing direction of air flow around a build- 
ing, they are difficult to translate into pressure ideas. 

Streamline visualization can lead to such erroneous 
conclusions as  the assumption that an external screen 
to the windward of an  entrance to a negative pressured 
building protects the building from impinging wind by 
diverting it (Fig. 5 ) .  In reality, the impinging wind 
produces a local head which can act in any direction 
available, often around the screen, causing air flow 
throug:; the entrance into the building (Fig. 6) .  By 
analosy, it would seem that water could be prevented 
from entering a bow opening protected bv a diverter 
qcreen only above wme critical stream velocit?. 

This discussion has pciinteci out the comple\it> of the 
problem. It is conlenient. therefore. to limit the ex- 
amination to a few g rea t l~  simplified cases. the first of 
rthich is that of a partitionless structure entirely devoid 
of leaks. The building is hermeticall) sealed except \+hen 
the door is open. 'Fhe location of the door \rithin its 
ball is such that the errtire rluor is in the same pressure 

Fig. 5 !Vo ~.e>ind, bnfje prorcctrd opclning. pressure 
r~qaalizrd 

Fig. 4 Induction flow leaves low pressure pockets off 
corners. Note wide rariation in pressures (water 
depths) 

zone. That  is, when the wind impinges on this wall, the 
entire door is within that area of the wall subjected uni- 
formly to a built-up static head. Conversely, when the 
wall is to the leeward, the door is in that part of the 
wall which is  uniformly at a static head below datum. 
that is, negative. A high and very long wall with a rela- 
tively small door in the middle would meet these require- 
ments. 

Under isothermal, zero-wind conditions, absolutely 
no movement of air takes place through the open dooi- 
way. The motion producing forces are absent. If the 
opening is suddenly subjected to an impinging wind, 
a local buildup of static pressure, potentially equal to  
the velocity head of the wind, will develop. In  view of 
the pressure differential which momentarily exists be- 
tween the building interior a t  the atmospheric datum 
and this local external head, air will begin to flow into 
the building through the opening until the internal static 
pressure balances the wind-imposed local. external head 
rFip. 7 ) .  

Only a small amount of air must be added to the 
hypothetical sealed builtling to achieve this. Royle's law, 
or more familiarly 

P,V,= P,V, 
Where P -- absolute pressure 

V = net ~olulne  
Subscripts 1 and 2 denote initial and final conditions 

gives the exact relationship. 
An absolute pressure of one atmosphere expressed 

in units common to lentilation design is about 408 in. 
wg. If P2 designates the impingement head generated 
by a 45.3 mph hind. its \,ilue is equal to the initial at- 
mospheric datum of I.0:: in. \+g plus the \elucit\ head of 

Fig. 5 Build-up,  as in b'ig .'I. proddrtc,a,s nn inzpir~gcl- 
nlrne hral tclticlr. will pcmr air into cvzclosrirr~ czroltntl 
haflc u n t i l  c.qr~nlizc~tl 



Fig. 7 'F ,d ~rnpingement on opening raised en- 
to impingement head. Note wide 

r.nriationc .z ~ r r s u r e  at front, side, leeward 

tlie \tind. I: case 1 in. wg for a total absolute of 409 
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The ;2. .;~e of air to be added to the structure to 
,~r,hie\e a :mire balance is approximately 

V, - C: Y: - 0.9975 V1 = 0.0025 V1 
or  an adl=.--A 14% of the net internal volume of the 
buildin=. ir: empty building 50 x 200 ft with a 10- 
f t  ceilin;. r y ~ i r e s  the addition of another 250 cu ft of 
air to a c t - \ *  this condition. 

Given: 
E n ~ p ?  3z:Jing 
.TO s >'a? X 10 f t  internal 
Initla, z-:l:d velocity = 0 
F i n d  rrti velocity = 45.5 mph 
P, = 4 S In. \\.g abs 

Find  : 
flppr:z::~xite volun~e of infiltration to balance wind 
l~~?p:::~z-~el?t 

Solution : 
P2 = :ti9 111. 

v, = Y '700 X 10  = 100,000 f t3 
\.', = 11.1)1123 Vl = 230 ft3 

Irltermedi.3tr .~ i r  velocities call for proportionately small- 
er \ u lumr~ .  Rv inspection, it is evident that the 2.50 cu 
f t  could pass tlirough a 3 X 7 ft doorway in a fraction of 
a second arid achieve the new balance (Fig. 8).  

Conlersely, when the doorway is in the wall to lee- 
ward, a depression of the atmospheric datum in the vi- 
cinity of the doorway results in a short outflow of build- 
ing air. leaving the interior at a pressure lower than at- 
mospheric. The amount of air withdrawn to drop the 
pressure to that of external local conditions is ~imilarly 
ION-. 

If the door is closed and assumed to be airtight, the 
\\ind impingement has no effect, regardless of its direc- 
tion or magnitude. It has been assumed that the build- 

' ing is airtight. The pressure level that prevailed with- 
in the building \+hen the door was sealed will be 
maintained regardless of external conditions. Only a 
cuhsequent change of interior temperature, with its cor- 
responding pressure change at constant volume, intro- 
duction of pressurizing air, or  generation of gas within 
the structure could vary the condition. 

It is interesting to note that a temperature change 
of l.,% F is auficient to raise the internal pressure of a 
-r'dle(l s t r ~ ~ c t ~ r ~  from the reference atmospheric pressure 

Fig. 8 Assuming steady state conditions, time re- 
d 12 ft 

quired to pressurize t = - - = -- - - - N -  l sec 
VeE. 45.5 mph - 5 

to the additional level required to equal the impinge- 
ment head of a 45.5 mph wind. 

Complications arise when leakage is introduced in 
the above structure. As before. onlv a fraction of a 
second is required to raise the internal pressure by ad- 
mission of outside air through the open doorway to a 
level which will balance the wind inpingement head. 

However, the pressure differential across the lee- 
ward wall now equals the sum of the impingement head 
which has been communicated to the building- interior 
plus the negative pressure in the "wake" of the build- 
ing. If the leak opening is introduced at this point, the 
internal building pressure will drop to some interme- 
diate point, so that the pressure differential across the 
doorway acting over the area of the opening and 
through its coefficient of discharge will equal the volu- 
metric flow induced by the differential across the leak 
opening area and through its coefficient of discharge. 

The structure will attain a new pressure equilibrium 
characterized by coritinuous flow of outside air through 
the huilding. 

A question arises as to whether it is possible to off- 
set the undesirable inflow at the door bv forced introduc- 
tion of outside air through a blower means. In the case of 
the sealed building, the total additional volume, 1/4% of 
the net internal structure volume, was so low as to be 
readily attainable. When the leak opening is introduced, 
sufficiknt air  must be ~ rov ided  to eleGate the internal Dres- 
sure to that of the impingement head, while continuously 
replenishing the leak losses. The net effect at the leak 
opening is a substantial increase in differential over the 
non-pressurized equilibrium condition, with a subse- 
quent proportionately increased outflow. If the differen- 
tial is 1 in. wg and the aggregate leak area 1 sq f t  with 
a coeficierlt o f  discharge oE 0.61, the leakage rate will be 

Q = C d X A X V = O . f i l X l X 4 0 0 5 X  (l)"' 
= 2803 cfm 

It should be noted that, while the pressurizing incre- 
ment for the sealed building depends on the volume of 
the building and is a fixed one time addition, a s  it were, 
the pressurizing increment for the leaky building de- 
pends on the leak orifice and must be continuously re- 
plenished. I t  is evident that tight construction of the 
building offers the onlv practical means of controlling 
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the adverse effects of wind impingement on the building. 
When the open door is to the leeward and the leak 

in the windward wall, essentially the same conditions 
result. The equilibrium pressure within the building will 
depend on the relative sizes and discharge coefficients of 
the door and aggregate of the leak openings. 

The larger the door in relationship to the leak, the 
nearer the internal pressure will approach the impinge- 
ment head. Conversely, as the door size diminishes in 
relation to the leak opening, the internal pressure will - approach the leeward low pressure level. 

The closed door represents an easily recognized spe- 
cial case of either of the foregoing examples. If the door 
is airtight, the .only openings left in the building are the 
leak openings, which can be treated as the open doorway 
of the airtight building. A leaky door is treated as an 
open doorway of the smaller magnitude equivalent to the 
leak area around the closed door. 

What happens when an airtight partition is intro- 
duced into the airtight building at right angles to wind 
flow, in such a way as to segregate the windward and 
leeward exterior walls? By this definition, one of the 
compartments will be totally sealed and remain at  the 
pressure level existing at the moment it was sealed. It 
will remain unaffected by subsequent pressure changes 
except -for those which might be introduced internally, 
such as a temperature change. The airtight partition 
will leave the other half, the windward side, a virtual 
separate building fitting into one of the previously dis- 
cussed cases. 

An actual building will leak and will be partitioned 
by a structure through which leakage will also take place. 
Under no wind, isothermal conditions, and with leaky 
door open or closed, no air flow will take place since 
the flow inducing factors are absent. 

If a wind begins to impinge on the open doorway 
(Fig. g ) ,  the pressure will tend to rise in the windward 
coriipartment, its upper limit being the static equivalent 
of the inpingement head. This limit is not reached, 
however, because the increasing pressure simultaneously 
produces flow through the leak openings in the partition 
into the leeward compartment. In turn, the rising pres- 
sure in the leeward compartment, together with the de- 
pressed pressure along the exterior of the lee wall, re- 
sults in flow out of that compartment. An equilibrium 
results, with the pressure levels attained in the two com- 
partments being a function of the leak coefficients and 
cross-sectional areas for a given wind direction and ve- 
locity. If the door is closed and relatively tight, the lee- 
ward leak openings quite small, and the partition door- 
ways large and open, the difference in pressures between 
the two compartments tends to be infinitesimal. On the 
other hand, if the partition is closed and the exterior 
openings are large, the tendency is toward the maximal 
pressure differential between the compartments. 

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAGS 

Bow great is the pressure differential which can be 
achieved between compartments in free communication 
with each other? If our hypothetical building, 50 X 200 
x 10 ft high, is to be ventilated at the rate of six air 
changes per hr or at 1 cfm/sq ft, the ventilating system 
will require a capacity of 10,000 cfm. We will further 
assume that all of this volume is to be introduced into 

Fig. 9 Descending order of pressure through leaky 
walls and partihon 

one part of the building separated by a partition, having 
a 3 X 7-ft doorway in it, from the other part in which 
the return air registers are located. Such a situation 
might arise in the attempt to prevent contamination of 
the atmosphere in the first compartment. 
Since Q = Cd X A X 4005 (A P)'" 

it f~l lows that ( A  P) = ( C. X A X 4005 
10,000 

Substituting A P = 
0.61 X Z1 X 4005 
A P = 0.04 in. wg 

The differential would be minor. Additionallv, , . 
when the magnitude of wind effects is taken into con- 
sideration, it is immediately evident that any leakage 
which allows this wind effect to be transmitted to the 
building interior will offset the small differentials possible 
by attempted pressurization of compartments having large 
openings. a - 

It should be noted that if the air supply bias in favor 
of the first compartment is held to exhaust air in the 
amount of 10% or 1,000 cfm, the differential falls to an 
almost unmeasurable 0.0004 in. wg. 

If the interior doorway is closed and the leak area 
reduced to 1/10 of the full opening, as when the periph- 
eral clearance is in., the pressure differential possible 
can be increased a hundred fold to 0.04 in, wg when 
biased. 

The pressure differential can fall off rapidly by an 
increased opening or decreased bias. It can easily be- 
come so small as to be readily offset by buoyancy effects 
generated by temperature differentials. 

For example, if the exhaust compartment of the ex- 
ample is at a higher temperature than the supply com- 
partment, as might be the case in the situation described 
above. warm air will tend to spill up over the header of 
the opening into the cooler room. As it cools, it will 
again return to the warm room, so that the net flow into 
the exhausted room will be the original 1,000 cfm plus 
an amount of flow induced by the gravity effect. Where- 
as the designer intends to prevent contamination of 
the first compartment by extraordinary pressurization, 
this is offset by the air density difference. which is suffi- 
cient to partiall) ovt-rcorne the small pressure differential 
developed by delivering all the fresh air to the one com- 

A similar situation prevails at the open exterior 
doorway under non-isothermal conditions, with or with- 
out wind impingement. Whatever the equilibrium pres- 
sure profile from windward to leeward through the build- 
ing, when the building interior is heated, the gravity flow 
vectors must be superimposed. Under what is commonly 
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regarded as the most severe condition, direct impinge- 
ment of the wind against a heated building, pressures 
reach an equilibrium point in fractions of a second. The 
only unbalanced vector is the air density difference be- 
tween the heated interior air and the cold atmosphere. 
Even though this gravity head may be slight, it can cause 
considerable flow out of the building seemingly into the 
wind because, in the case of a tight building, this force 
i,5 really unbalanced, that is, unopposed. 

If the building is airtight, a suitable air barrier 
comprising a moving air stream across the opening from 
top to floor return can be very effective in controlling 
this flow. . - 

SUMMARY 
A rectangular box ~ i o m  open* hdd motion- 
less in a moving al water serves S a useful anal- 
ogy to conditions & d o p  within SR  closure sub- 

as the value of th 

tion as a means of 

leeward. 

POLLEN EFFICZENCU OF FaTERS 

(Continued from page 64) 
l 
L 

Q1 = infiltration volume flow rate, cfm 
Q2 = air conditioner volume flow rate, cfm 
E = filter efficiency, as a decimal fraction 
Integrating and using the boundary condition that 

C,  =C,  at  t = 0 ,  

C ~ Q I  
C, = 

QzE + Q1 

+ C,e 
The equilibrium condition, which corresponds to 

t - m. yields 

C. 
C= 

Qa 
E + l  

Q1 

Table II gives e+srupJes of effects $4 hlter efficiency 
and time on room concentration b ai typical siw- 
tion where C, = $rains/cu yd, @ ' 15 cfnn, Qz = 
150 cfm, and V = cu ft. 
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3. Personal conversti;rzs 

T@XIC@LOGU CENTER ESTABLISHED AT THE UMIVERSPRi OF CAII,II.'I)RNIA 
George F. Stewart, formerly Chairman of the Department 
of Food Science and Technology at the University of 
California, Davis, has been named director of the Toxi- 
cology Center at the University. 

The research and training Center, established re- 
rently at Davis through a grant from the U.S. Public 
Health Service, will investigate the chemical and micro- 
bial hazards associated with agricultural production, food 
processing, and food preservation. The highly specialized 
Center is a joint undertaking of the University and the 
U.S. Public Health Service. 

Training will be an important function of the new 
Center, which is basically concerned with environmental 
health. The Davis campus now has a wide offering of 
health-related graduate and postdoctoral training pro- 
grams. Under Center sponsorship, new graduate and 
postgraduate programs will be organized to serve its 
+pecific interests, together with specialized training courses 
for practicing analysts and toxicologists. The Center will 
dlso sponsor seminars and conferences. 

An infortnation and documentation service will serve 
as a clearinghouse for queries concerning the environ- 
mental sciences and will prepare bibliographies, ab- 
stracts and summaries of the technical literature in this 
field. 

The research pp-<rams of the G w ~ r r  initially will be 
concerned with four ;t.rleral areas of i~~irstigation. 

The Analy~icd iIrthods and I I W I ~  umentation pro- 
gram will cover a afa{e ypectrum of 4 l\v~~licals and deals 
with the dete10~mcr.t .~nd applicatio~l t i t '  advanced auto- 
mated instrumental md c*olorimetrit. I I I ~ . I ~ I O ~ S  to the resi- 
due detection cif p i c . i d e s  and fe'*fl . c ~ ~ t l  food additives. 

The Methods is)r ,\ssessrnent I I C  {:hronic Toxicity 
program will in\ ~ ] \ e  the t]evelopmc-~~~ of rapid, sensitive, 
and reliable tcts detecting ;11lt l  measuring small 
amounts of toxicant- i n  lower acju.~l i f .  i~l~irnals, and their 
correlation with t *~>  ubing rnarnrn:il4. 

The Morphol~~ical,  Physiologit nl, c ~ n d  Biochemical 
Aspects of Chronic Toxicity proprarrl \\ ill irlclude research 
into the storage md elimination of  ttlric chemicals in 
mammals, their action on embryorr, IIH well as on young 
and adult birds, and the comparative* c+llrcts of herbicides 
on proliferating ~dmt and animal l irr*11('~. 

The Environllszntal Fate P ~ ~ K I I I I I I  will be designed 
to survey the d e ~ u m ~ s i t i o n  of p e ~ l i t ~ i t l v s  by temperature, 
light and air; identify chemically ~IIV llreakdown products 
and determine the taxicity of the der-olr~pouition products; 
and devise ana1jtic-d methods for cwtimation of these 
compounds and application of thew rrlethods to treated 
crops. 
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